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1. STATEM ENT OF TH E PROBLEM
For the elliptic system
d2u A d 2u A d 2u n
dy* ~  1d x d y  ~  =  ( ^
with constant m atrix  coefficients A 0, Ax £ R.lxl in a bounded dom ain D,  we consider the Dirichlet 
problem
u\dD = /• (2)
This problem was analyzed by Bitsadze [1] for domains D  bounded by a sm ooth contour T. He also 
singled out the  class of so-called weakly coupled systems (f); the Dirichlet problem for system (f) 
has the Fredholm property if and only if the system belongs to  th a t class. In this case, the index of 
the  problem proves to  be zero. In the general case of second-order elliptic systems with continuous 
coefficients, these studies were continued in [2-5] and other papers.
To system  (1), one naturally  assigns the quadratic m atrix  pencil
P(z)  = z 2 — A i z  — A 0
and the characteristic polynomial d e tP (z )  of degree 21. The ellipticity condition means th a t the 
roots of this polynomial do not lie on the real axis. Let a  be the set of roots of this polynomial in 
the upper half-plane. Denoting the multiplicity of a root v  e  a  by A„, one can write
d e tP (z )  =  ]^[(-z — v )1” (z — v ) lv , =  I-
By [6], the weak coupling condition is equivalent to  the invertibility of the m atrix  J ^
A nother equivalent definition of weak coupling was also given there. For any elliptic system (1), 
there exist two m atrices B . J  e C lxl such th a t
det (   ) /  0 , detfz  — J )  =  TT(-z — z/V", (3)
\ b j  b j  L i
and the m atrix  relation
B J  -  A XB J  -  A 0B  = 0 (4)
is valid. Here the m atrix  J  is defined modulo similarity and can also be chosen in Jordan  form.
In the present paper, we assume th a t system (1) is weakly coupled and consider the Dirichlet 
problem  in a dom ain D  bounded by a piecewise sm ooth contour T. Numerous studies (e.g., see 
[7-10], where a detailed bibliography is given) deal w ith elliptic problems in piecewise smooth
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domains on the plane. The forthcoming considerations will be carried out in modified Holder 
weighted spaces. Recall the definition [11] of these spaces.
On T, we choose a finite set F  containing all corners of the contour and consider the family 
A =  (AT, r  G F)  of real numbers. By C£ (D , F) ,  0 <  n  < 1, we denote the space of all continuous 
functions cp(z)  on D \ F  such th a t
<p*(z) = p(z)  ]^[ \z -  g  (D)  , =  0, r  G F.
t E F
This is a Banach space w ith respect to  the transferred norm; it is a weighted space in the 
following sense: the space Cq consists of bounded functions, and the m ultiplication by the weight 
function q ( z )  =  n.F  \z  ~  t \Xt is an isomorphism of onto C£. By definition, if A =  /x, then 
the  space C£ consists of functions <p G (£>) vanishing on F.  The subspace C£ of continuously 
differentiable functions <p on D \ F  whose partial derivatives <px and <py belong to  will be 
denoted by C^’M.
Further, we introduce the extension of (D , F ) D C £ (D , F ) by polynomials p(z)  in the
complex variable z. Obviously, this extension is finite-dimensional; consequently, (D , F ) is
a Banach space w ith respect to  the corresponding norm. The space has a similar meaning 
relative to  C^’M. The functions <p G (D , F ) are continuous on D \  { r  G F, AT <  0} and behave 
as 0 { l ) \ z  — t \Xt as z —>■ r if AT < 0 and as <p ( r )  + 0 { l ) \ z  — t \X t if AT >  0. Moreover, one can 
readily show th a t if A <  1, then any function tp G  C 1 (D \ F ) whose derivatives are 0 { l ) \ z  — 
as z  —^ t belongs to  (D , F ). Moreover, we have the inclusions
C » (D)  C Cfa (D, F ) , A <  /I, C ^  (D)  C C t f  (D , F ) , A <  1 +  /x,
which become strict equalities for A =  n  and A =  1 +  /x, respectively.
In a similar way, one can define all these spaces on_a piecewise sm ooth contour T. Obviously, 
the  restriction operator tp —>■ <p\T is bounded: (D , F ) —> C(MA) ( r ,F ) ,  and similarly for the
spaces C(Xy  However, if we wish to  have the same assertion for C 1,M, then  the arcs forming 
the  contour T should be subjected to  an additional Lyapunov condition. More precisely, each arc 
r 0 C T  not containing points r  G F  as interior points should belong to  the class C 1,M. As a result, 
for the pair (T ,F) ,  we obtain the class denoted by C 1,M. For curves T of this class, the restriction 
operator is bounded in the spaces and C ^ .
Throughout the following, we consider the Dirichlet problem in the space C ^ { D , F ' )  for 
0 <  |A| <  1 (i.e., for 0 <  |AT| <  1 for all r  G F)  under the assum ption th a t T does not con­
tain  cusps and the pair (T ,F )  belongs to  the class C'1,M+0 (i.e., C 1,fJ/+E for some e > 0).
2. RED U CTIO N  TO TH E RIEM AN N-HILBERT PROBLEM  
Consider the first-order elliptic system
dy d x  ^
with the m atrix  J  in (3), (4), whose solutions are referred to  as J-analytic  or hyperanalytic func­
tions [12]. The main results of the theory of analytic functions rem ain valid for the solutions of 
this system; in this case, the m atrix
(a  +  i(3)j =  cd +  f3J (6)
plays the role of the complex variable a  +  if3, where 1 stands for the identity m atrix. For example, 
the  Taylor series expansion has the form
^ z ) = (z -  z° ) j  ^ (k) (z°) ’ ^ (k) =  f j “’
k=0
and the Cauchy integral is given by the relation
(.I<p)(z) =  — [ ( t -  z)-jl dtjLp{t), (7)
m  J
r
where the contour L has a positive orientation w ith respect to  D  and, by analogy with (6), we set
(da  +  id[3)j =  Ida  +  Jd[3.
In this notation, any J-analy tic  function <fi G C (D)  in D  can be represented by the Cauchy formula 
2(f) =  Iip+. This formula remains valid for functions <fi G (D , F ), —1 <  A <  0. In this case,
the  integral operator I  : (D , F ) —> C ^ ( T ,F )  is bounded, and we have the Sokhotskii-Plemelj
formula
(hp )+ ( t0) = <p (t0) +  (KLp) (t0) , t 0 G T \F .  (8)
Here (Kip) (to) is a singular integral defined by analogy with (7) for z =  to-
For the elliptic system (1), the solutions of Eq. (5), where J  occurs in condition (3), play the same 
role as the  analytic functions for the Laplace equation. This role is expressed by the representation
u = R  eB(f) (9)
of the general solution of system (1). The fact th a t the function (9) is a solution of system (1) 
readily follows from (4). Here the derivative f t  is uniquely determ ined by u  modulo a constant term  
rj G C*. This formula can be inverted by differentiation w ith the use of the relations 2u x = Bf t+Bcj)'  
and 2uy = BJcf)' +  BJ(p', which follow from (7). Then, in view of (3),
t - t f c g + c g ) ,  ( ? ■  s _ Y \  (10)
V 8x 8 y J  C2J \ B J  B . J j
In particular, f t  is a single-valued function. However, the function <fi itself, given by the curvilinear 
integral
Z
(f)(z) = 4> (zo) +  J  d t j  (C \ux +  C2u y) (t),
Z  0
is not necessarily single-valued in a m ultiply connected domain. In general, the nature of its m ulti­
valuedness depends on the connectedness degree of the  dom ain D,  th a t is, on the num ber s of 
connected components of the contour L =  dD.  In an implicit form, the corresponding result [12] 
can be stated  as follows.
To be definite, we assume th a t z  = 0 G  D.  Then there exist I x I matrices of functions 
Uj G  C°° (D),  1 <  j  < s, whose columns satisfy Eq. (1) such th a t any solution of this equation can 
be uniquely represented in the form
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u R eB(f) +  E U & ,  m  = o, ( i i )
with some G R*. The solution of the Dirichlet problem (1), (2) is constructed in the class of 
functions of this form, where (f) G  ( D , F ) ,  0 <  |A| <  1.
By rri\ we denote the num ber of points r  G  F  such th a t AT >  0; the case in which A <  0 
is not excluded and corresponds to  m x = 0. One can readily see th a t any J-analy tic  function 
4> G  C ^  { D , F )  can be uniquely represented in the form
m\
(j) = <f>o + ' ^ 2 z3j rlj, <po(0)=0,
J=1
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with some rjj G C*. The substitu tion of this expression into (11) provides a similar representation 
in the class <j> £  w ith the only difference th a t s should be replaced by s + m x - In tu rn , 
the  substitu tion of the last representation into condition (2) reduces the Dirichlet problem to  the 
equivalent boundary value problem
s + m A
ReB(f)+ +  hAo = /> <X°) =  °> (12)
3 = 1
for a J-analy tic  function <j> £ (D , F ) and G R l, where we have set bj =  Uj |r . Since Uj G C 1 (D)
and the contour T contains no cusps, it follows th a t the m atrix  functions bj satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition on T and hence belong to  the class C ^ ( r ,  F ) , A <  1. It is also obvious th a t the 
m ultiplication operator (p —> bj<p is bounded in C^xy
We choose a scalar function %T G C°° th a t is identically equal to  unity in a neighborhood of r  
and vanishes in a neighborhood of F \ t . Then the operator
P f  =  f  ~  X t / ( t )
T, A T > 0
is the projection of the space onto Cx , and problem (12) can be represented in the form of the 
system
s + m A s + m A
ReB(f)+ +  (p b j )£ j  = p f > 0(°) =  °> >  °- (13)
j=1 j'=i
3. MAIN RESULTS
The operator of system (13) acts in the spaces (D , F ) x (M')s+mA —> C ^ ( T , F )  x (M')mA; 
i.e., the  system is a finite-dimensional extension of the R iem ann-H ilbert problem
ReB(f)+ = f °  (13°)
in the class of J-analy tic  functions (f) G Cx . The la tter problem was studied in detail in [12], and 
the  results can be restated for (13), i.e., for the original Dirichlet problem (1), (2).
For a sufficiently small r > 0, the dom ain D T = D  D {\z — t \  < r } i s a  curvilinear sector with 
vertex r ,  whose opening angle is denoted by 9T. It is assumed th a t the vertex r  is not a cusp of 
the  contour T, which is expressed by the inequality 0 <  9T < 2tt. The curve r r =  T n {\z — r |  <  r} 
consists of two sm ooth arcs r r±0, which are the lateral sides of the sector D T. The notation is 
introduced so as to  ensure th a t the  passage from r r _o to  r r+0 through the vertex r  is performed 
in the positive sense of the contour T, i.e., in the sense for which the dom ain D  lies to  the  left. Let 
qT±o G C be the unit tangent vector of the arc r r±0 a t the point r  directed from r  to  the other 
endpoint of this arc, so th a t
qT = Qr-aQrlo = ei0T • (14)
In accordance with notation (6), consider the m atrix
Q t Qt — 0,j Qt+0,Ji (15)
by (3), its eigenvalues are the complex numbers
Qt(v) Qt — O^ Qt^O,  ^ Qt(v)&  ^ \  V G <7, (16)
of multiplicity lv . Here, by analogy with (6), (a  + i/3)v is understood as the complex num ber ot + v(3.
Since the points v  G a  lie in the upper half-plane, it follows th a t the affine transform ation z  —> z„ 
is invariant in this half-plane and leaves the points of the real axis fixed. In particular, it does not
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change the orientation of the plane. Therefore, by analogy with (14), the quantity  9T^  is the 
opening angle of the curvilinear sector D T^  onto which D T is m apped under this transform ation. 
Note th a t the relations 0 <  9T^)  < it, 9T^)  =  7r, and tt < 9T^)  < 2tt are equivalent to  0 <  9T < it, 
9T = 7r, and 7x < 9T < 2tt, respectively. One can readily justify this fact by varying v  along the 
segment joining v  w ith the imaginary unit i.
To the m atrix  QT, we assign the complex powers Q£ =  eclnQx and Q£ =  eclnQT, which are 
treated  in the sense of functions of matrices. The bar on the right-hand side of the second relation 
stands for complex conjugation. By using these powers, we introduce the family of entire m atrix  
functions
*r (C ) =  C 1 [Qi Q<] , x T°(C) =  r 1 {Qi ~ Qi)  • (17)
By (14), the eigenvalues of the m atrix  X ° ( ( )  are (  1 
v  G a. Therefore,
Qt{v) Qt{v) ; they have the multiplicities lv
d e tX T°(C) =  r ' n érly) -  Qr{u) = (2 i )1 n (18)
In particular, d e tX ° (( )  /  0 in the strip  | R e ( | < 5  for sufficiently small 5 > 0.
In each strip  a  1 <  R e (  <  a 2, we have X T(() (X °) 1 (£) —> B ~ 1B  uniformly w ith respect to  
R e£  as Im £  —> 00 . Therefore, in this strip, the determ inant d e tX T(£) has finitely many zeros. 
The num ber of these zeros counting multiplicities in the open strip  lying between the lines Re (  = 0 
and R e (  =  a, a  /  0, is denoted by n T(a).  The num ber n° has a similar meaning w ith respect to  
the  line R e (  =  0. Next, we take a num ber 5 > 0 small enough to  ensure th a t n T(5) =  n T(—5) =  0 
for all r  and introduce the integers
A ? =  —
1
2~7T
(  det X T \
arg U t X o J
±(5+ioo
±(5—ioo
Note th a t
by the Rouché theorem.
A+ -  A :
(19)
(20)
T h e o re m  1. The Dirichlet problem (1), (2) has the Fredholm property in the class C ^ ,  
0 <  |A| <  1, i f  and only i f
d e tX T( ( ) / 0 ,  R e (  =  AT, r e F ,  
and its index is given by the formula
x  = - J 2 [ A  t ± n T (AT)] ,
(21 )
(22)
t E F
where the sign ±  coincides with the sign sgn AT.
P ro o f . Obviously, the operators of problems (13) and (13°) are Fredholm equivalent, and their 
indices x  and x°  are related by the formula
x  = x 0 +  (s — 2)1, (23)
where we have used the condition 0(0) =  0 in problem (13).
On the other hand, a criterion for the Fredholm property of problem (13°) and a formula for its 
index were given in [12]. Let m  be the num ber of elements of the set F.  By [12], the end symbol 
of problem (13°) is the  block diagonal m  x m  m atrix  w ith diagonal blocks
X(C,r)  =
B  B  
B Q i  B Q (
(24)
considered on the lines R e£  =  AT. The m atrix  X ° ( ( ; t ) has the same meaning with B  replaced 
by the identity m atrix. In this notation, the criterion for the Fredholm property of problem (13°) 
in the space Cx is given by the inequality
d e t X ( ( ; r ) / 0 ,  R e (  =  AT, r e F ,  (25)
and its index x°(X)  for l / 2 < A < 0 i s  given by the formula
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2ir i d e tX ° ( ( ; r )
+ 1(2 — s). (26)
A T —i
In the general case of an arb itrary  weight order A, this formula should be supplem ented by the 
relation
K°(X!) - x ° ( \ " )  =  £ f c T, (27)
r
where kT is the num ber of zeros of the function d e tX ( ( ; r )  in the strip  between the lines R e (  =  A^. 
and Re (  = A" w ith the plus sign if \'T <  A" and with the minus sign otherwise.
It follows from the comparison of the matrices (17) and (24) th a t
(  B  1 ° l ^ ( C ; r )  =  f 1 ^ ) .  (28)
\ q <b - i - B - ' J  Vo C M O J
By setting B  = 1 here, one can write out a similar relation for the m atrices X °  ( ( ; t0) and X ° ( ( ) .  
Therefore, conditions (21) and (25) are equivalent, and formula (26) w ith A =  — 5 in notation (19) 
can be represented in the form
* ° ( -* )  =  - £ a ;  +  *(2 - s)-
T
By the same argum ent, relation (27) applied to  the weight orders A' =  A and A" =  —5 gives 
*°(A) - * » ( - * )  =  £ < = , ,  kr =  { _ £  g ; )  _  n„ ;[
T ^
By combining the last two relations with (20) and (23), we obtain (22), which completes the proof 
of the theorem.
Note th a t the integers (19) and hence the index (22) of the Dirichlet problem can be evaluated 
in a more explicit form if the function <^detX T(£) is even. Then, by (18), the ratio d e t X /  d e tX 0 
is also even; therefore, the quantities (19) have opposite signs. This, together w ith (20), implies 
th a t
A± =  ±^n°T. (29)
It follows from the same considerations th a t n T(a) =  — n T(—a); therefore, by (22), the indices of 
the  Dirichlet problem in the classes C have opposite signs.
Just as in [12], we supplement Theorem  1 w ith the corresponding result on the smoothness and 
asym ptotics of the solution of the Dirichlet problem.
T h e o re m  2. //, under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the funct ion u  G (D , F ) is a solution 
of  the Dirichlet problem with right-hand side f  e  C ^ ( r ,  F ), then u  e  C 1^  (D,F') .
P ro o f . As was mentioned above, the m atrix  functions bj belong to  the class C ^ ( T , F ) .  Con­
sequently, if (f) e  C (MA) (D , F ) in problem (13), then the right-hand side / °  =  P f  — ^2(Pbj)£tj of
problem (13°) belongs to  the class C ^ ( T , F ) .  Therefore, it remains to  apply the corresponding 
result [12] on the smoothness of the solution to  this problem.
The family of spaces is m onotone decreasing (by inclusion) w ith respect to  each of the 
param eters /x and AT, r  e  F.  Thus one can introduce the classes
r1P _  I I r P  rip _  rip
U ( A + 0 )  -  U  ° ( A + e ) ’ ° ( A - 0 )  ^  I I U ( A - e ) -
£>0 £>0
If A =  0, then we denote them  by C^+ ^  and C^_^  for brevity. As an example, by analogy with 
the  complex powers Q£ contained in (17), in the curvilinear sector D T, we consider the m atrix  
functions ln(z —  t ) j  and (z — t ) j ° .  One can readily see th a t (z —  r ) j  [ln(z —  t ) j ]3 G C ^ a _ 0y
Re Co = a, j  = 0 ,1 , . . .
Let the point C o  be a zero of the function d e tX T(C); thus the m atrix  function X “ 1(^) has a pole 
of some order r ( C o )  >  1 at this point. Note th a t r ( C o )  does not exceed the multiplicity of the zero 
C o  of the function d e tX T(C). To describe the asym ptotic behavior of the solution u(z)  in the sector 
D T as 2 —> r ,  to  each num ber a  G M, we assign the J-analy tic  function cf)T(z;a)  G C{ta_0-) of the 
form
K C o )  —l
<f>T( z ; a ) =  £  (z ~ t ) Cj °  [\n (z - t ) j Y  Cj ((o) (30)
R e  Co =  ck j = 0
with some coefficients c, ( C o )  G Cl, where the sum m ation is performed over all zeros C o  of the 
function d e tX T(C) on the line Re C o  =  a.  Strictly speaking, we use this expression only for a  /  0. 
If a  = 0, then to  the points C o ,  we add the point Co =  0 and suppose th a t r(0) =  0 for det X T(0) /  0. 
In this case, we set
K C o )  — 1 r(0)
<pr{z-, 0) =  £  £  ( z - r ) S ° [ l n ( ^ - r ) j ] J Cj ( C o ) +  £ [ l n ( z - r ) j ] J Cj(0). (30°)
R e  Co =  0, Co ^ 0  j = 0 j = 0
Note th a t <fi'T(z) G (D t , t ) in both  cases.
In the following assertion, we no longer assume th a t condition (21) is satisfied.
T h e o re m  3. Let u  be a solution of the Dirichlet problem in the class C^x_0^  [D, F)  [more pre­
cisely, the funct ion (f) occurring in the representation (12) belongs to this class], and let the right- 
hand side f  of this problem belong to the class C^x +0  ^ (Tr , r) on the lateral boundary Tr of  the sector
D T for  some r  G F. Then there exists a funct ion <pT (z; AT) of the form  (30) or (30°) depending on 
the value of  AT such that
uT = u — ReB<f)T G CXt+0 (D t , t ) . (31)
If, in addition, f  G C 1^ +0~) (IV, r ) , then uT G C 1^ +0~) (D t , t ).
P ro o f . Just as in Theorem  2, we consider problem (13°) with right-hand side / °  G Cx^+0 (TT,r ) .  
For its solution (f>, one can use the corresponding result [12] on the asym ptotics. It is stated  similarly 
to  the assertion to  be justified w ith the only difference th a t r ( C o )  in (30) should be replaced by 
the  order of the pole r ( C o )  of the function X _1(C ;r) at the point C o -  Here there is no difference 
between the cases a  /  0 and a  = 0. It follows from (28) th a t the quantities r ( C o )  and f  ( C o )  are 
related by the formula
f ( C o )  =  r ( C o )  +  ( l - s g n | C o | ) .
Thus we obtain all assertion of the theorem.
C o ro lla ry . Let n° = 0, i.e., d e tX T(C) /  0 for  ReC =  0. Then each solution u  G C% of the 
Dirichlet problem whose right-hand side satisfies, the condition f  G  C^+0  ^ (Tr , r)  also belongs to 
the class C^+ ^  (D t , t ) in the sector D T.
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4. SELF-A DJO IN T ELLIPTIC  SYSTEMS 
We apply the obtained results to  the Lagrange self-adjoint elliptic system
2
^ A-, dxjdx-s
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(32)l,j= 1
where X\ = x, x 2 = y, and the  symbol T  stands for m atrix  transposition. The Dirichlet problem (2) 
for this system is considered in the classes C%  =  C(-o) and C(+o)- Theorems 1 and 2, the
class F ± C C(±o) of solutions of the homogeneous problem is finite-dimensional and lies in C ^ 0y 
In particular, if v <E V ± , then the conormal derivative
2
dv . du  . .^ = E (33)i,j=i j
where rii and n 2 are the components of the outward normal, belongs to  the class C ^ 1±0(T, F).  
Therefore, its product by a function in C^T^  belongs to  the class C ^ 1+o ( r ,F )  and hence is inte­
g r a te .  Here and throughout the following, the product uv  of two /-vectors is understood as the 
inner product U\Vi +  • • • +  UiVi.
T h e o re m  4. Let system (32) be weakly coupled, and let relation (29) be valid for  all r  e  F.  
Then the conditions
f  dv
J  f — ds = 0, v e V T ,  (34± )
r
are necessary and sufficient for  the solvability of  the problem in the class ^ . Accordingly, the 
index of  the problem in this class is given by the relation
= d im V ^ — d im F T =  £  n°. (35)
P ro o f . Since system (32) is self-adjoint, we have the identity
2
y  —dXi1,3=1
. du  \  (  dv
A i j ~  } v - u [  A i j —— 
O X j  J \  O X j
for arb itrary  solutions u  and v. Consequently, if u, v e  C ^ 0y  then the bracketed expression in this 
identity belongs to  the class C ^ 1+0. Therefore, one can use the Green formula, which implies th a t
d u \  du  
d ^ ) V ~ Ud ^
ds = 0
in notation (33). In particular, condition (34± ) is necessary for the solvability of problem (2), (32) 
in the class C ^ 0y  By the density argum ent, this fact remains valid for the class C^±0y
Further, let us show th a t the num ber of linearly independent conditions (34± ) coincides with 
the  dimension d im F T. In other words, v —> d v j d v  is a linear one-to-one correspondence in the 
class V  = V~.
Indeed, let d v j d v  =  0 on T for some function v G V . Then, by (34) and the relation i)|r =  0, 
for the partial derivatives vx and vy on T, we have the homogeneous system of linear equations
( n i A l l + n 2A 2l) v x + ( n i A l 2 + n 2A 22) v y = 0, - n 2vx +  n i v y = 0. (36)
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For the coefficient m atrix  of this system, we have
(  J2i n iA i i J2i n iA i2
V  ~ n 2 ri i
where for brevity, we have set Qi  =  J 2 i j n in jAi j  and Q 2 = J 2 in i ( ^ 1 ^ 2  — ^ 2^ 1) • This relation, 
together w ith the ellipticity condition det Q 1 /  0 for Eq. (32), implies th a t system (36) has only the 
zero solution, i.e., vx =  vy =  0 on T. For v, we write out the representation (9), where, by (10), 
the  derivative f t  vanishes on T. It follows from the Cauchy theorem  th a t f t  = 0 in the dom ain D,  
and hence v = 0.
Thus relations (34± ) define d im U T linearly independent orthogonality conditions. Theorem  1, 
together w ith (29), implies th a t the index =  dim of the problem in the class is
determ ined by the right-hand side of (35). In addition, by virtue of the preceding considerations, 
for the num ber of linearly independent solvability conditions for this problem, we have the lower 
bound >  d im U T. Therefore, 0 = x + — = (dim U + — k~)  +  (dim U ~ — k +), which is possible
only if =  d im U T. This readily implies all assertions of the theorem.
The absolute value of the indices (35) coincides with the dimension of the space V°  in the
expansion V~ = V°  © V +. By Theorem  3, each of the functions in a basis of the space V°  adm its
the  asym ptotics (31) at the  points r e F  w ith functions <pT of the form (30°) nonzero at least for 
some r .  Obviously, the doubled dimension of the space V°  is equal to  the sum n°.
As was mentioned above, relation (29) is necessarily valid in the case of an even function 
< ^detX T((). In this case, under assum ption (25), the indices of the problem in the spaces 
are also opposite. If, as before, F ± C stands for the classes of solutions of the homo­
geneous problem, then, by Theorems 2 and 3, V + C C^x + and V ~  C C^f_ 0^ , which implies th a t 
the  solvability conditions (34± ) are meaningful in this case as well. By using the same reasoning, 
one can show th a t Theorem  4 is valid also in the spaces C^±xy
5. SYSTEMS OF TW O EQUATIONS
If I = 2, then the determ inant of the m atrices X T can be evaluated in closed form. We set
( B n  = (  B22 ~ B l2 ] = (  d e t B ) B - \  (37)
\ B 21 B 22 I \ —B 21 B n
In this notation, we have 
B * B  = r —2ip2 
2ipi r (38)
r = B 22B n  -  B 12B 21, fjj = Im  ( B l:jB 2j) , j  = 1, 2,
| det B \ 2 = det B* det B  = \r\2 — 4p ip2.
By (37), in definition (15) of the m atrix  X T, one can replace B by B *, which is assumed below.
Therefore,
CXT(C) =  Q CT [B*B) -  (B*B) Q<. (39)
As was mentioned in Section 1, the m atrix  J  occurring in relations (3) and (4) can be chosen in
Jordan  form. We have only the following three cases for it:
J /  — I , v \ ^ v 2\ J 11 — ; J i i i  — I • (40)
In the last case J  =  J I H , the matrices Qc and Q c are scalar, and relation (39) can be reduced 
to  the form X T(() = (Q$ — Q$) (B*B) = X ° ( ( )  [B*B).  In particular, the determ inants of
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the m atrices X  and X °  differ by a constant factor, whence it follows th a t =  0. Note th a t, in 
this case, system (1) can be reduced to  a single scalar equation. Therefore, below we restrict our 
considerations to  the first two cases in (40).
F irst, let J  = J j .  In this case, the m atrix  QT occurring in (15) has the diagonal form with
diagonal entries (16). For brevity, we set qj = <zTo 3), j  =  1,2, and in a similar way, we write
Qj = Qjei6i ■ Then q*j = qj  = g^e~ie^ ,  Q CT =  diag(<^,<^), and QCT =  diag (q£, q%). This,
together with (38) and (39), implies th a t
£XT(() = ( r(g<[~ qlC) ~2ip2 “ ^C) ]
\ 2 ipi (qc2 -  qf)  f  (qc2 -  q2C) J
C2 d e tX T(() =  \r\2 (qf -  qf)  (qc2 -  q%) -  4p^p2 (qf -  q%) (qc2 -  q<)
= | det B \ 2 (q[ -  qf) (q$ -  q2c) -  4p xp2 (q[q% +  -  q[q^ -  qc2q2C) .
A similar expression can be w ritten  out for X °  w ith r = det B  = 1 and Pj =  0. After obvious 
transform ations, we have
C2d e tX T(Q 
4| det B \ 2q^q2
13 =
= sin sin 02(  — /3
P1P2 Im ( B 11B 2 1) Im  (B 12B 22
+ 4 s “ 2 K
(411
det  B \ 2 det  B \ 2
Note th a t here the quantity  /3 = [3(B) is an invariant of system (1), i.e., is independent of the 
choice of the  m atrix  B  in relations (3) and (4) for J  = J / .  Indeed, by [13], any other m atrix  B  of 
this kind is related to  B  by the  formula Bij = XjBij,  1 <  i, j  < 2, w ith some A j /  0. This implies 
th a t pip2 = |Ai|2 \X2\2p ip2 and |det_B|2 =  |Ai|2 |A2|2 [det£>[2, whence it follows th a t [3 (B) = [3(B). 
The expression for the determ inant of the block m atrix  occurring in (3) was given in [13]. In the 
above-introduced notation, we have
Im Vi Im  z/2
I ?2~
\V\ -  V2 \
=  [z/i — u2\ | det F?!2 ( /3 —
Therefore, condition (3) is equivalent to  the condition
Im  Vi Im v2
W\ -  v 2 \
(42/
For a given num ber f3 G R satisfying this condition, one can choose an invertible m atrix  B  
related to  f3 by the corresponding formula (41/). In tu rn , by [13], this m atrix  defines a unique 
elliptic system (1) for which relations (3) and (4) are valid. In closed form, the coefficients A 0 and 
Ax of this system can be found from the m atrix  relation
J  = J /.
Now consider the case J  = Jn  in (40). In this case, for the m atrices qT±o,j occurring in (15), 
we have the expression
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Consequently,
Q t Qt (v )
1 0T Im q.T —0 Im q.T+0
0 1 J Qt— o Qt-\~o
In notation (14), the complex num ber 5T can be represented in the form
5r (sm9T)/(qT-o,v) (q_r—o,^) •
Therefore,
Q i = ' 1 S t(  '  ^  -  s< ' 1 S t(
0 1 J
This, together w ith (38) and (39), implies th a t
0 1
( x ( ( )  =  [ r (qC ~ qC) +  2iPl0^qC ~ 2iP2 - qC) +  C
V 2ip1 (qc — gc) f  (gc — g c) — 2*pi<5
c — röqc) 
 i 1ö ( q (’
(43)
where we have denoted q = qT(v) and 5 = 5T for brevity. A similar expression is valid for the m atrix  
X °  w ith r = 1 and Pj =  0 as well. After simple m anipulations, we obtain
C2d e tX T(C)
4 |d e t 5 |2ß2C
=  sin2 0 ( - ß \ 5 \ 2C ,  ß  =
9
Pi
I det £>|2
(41a
By [13], the two matrices B  and B  occurring in (3) and (4) are related by the formula B n  =  \ \ B n ,  
B i2 = X2B n  +  AiB i2 w ith some scalars Ai /  0 and X2. Therefore, ju st as in the case of J / ,  one can 
readily show th a t the quantity  /3 is an invariant of system (1). It also follows from [13] th a t
I (let
B  B  
B J  B J
= I det B \ 2 (ß  — Im 2z/)
in the case under consideration; therefore, condition (3) can be reduced to  the form
/3 /  l m 2u. (42 i i)
If a given num ber f3 satisfies condition (42//) and the invertible m atrix  B  is related to  it by the 
corresponding formula (41//), then, ju st as above, one can show th a t this m atrix  defines a unique 
elliptic system with properties (3) and (4), where J  = J n .
The determ inant of the m atrix  X °  satisfies the similar relations (41) with det B  = 1 and 
/3 =  0. These expressions imply th a t d e tX (( )  is an even function, whence we obtain (29). In this 
connection, the problem of evaluating the num ber n° of zeros of the function d e tX (^ )  on the line 
R e£  =  0 becomes im portant. By (41), these zeros coincide with the zeros of the function
„ . o d e t X r
| d e t B | "  d i D c  =  1 " №
(44)
where we have set 
hi(  0  =
(s in0 i() (sin02()
. , 2 I , Qi \  a . . 2 ( — 92
smh (In  — ) C +  sm
92
M O  — —
i<m  c 2
sin 9r(y)(
respectively, for the two cases. [Recall th a t Qj = 9T(uj ) and 9j = # t0 3)-] On the imaginary axis, 
we have
hi  (it) =
(sinh i^ i) (sinh£02)
sinh 2 j 9\ — 92 \  . 2 ( I 9l I ,1 1 t  — sm I m —
92
hi  i (it) =
\ST\2t 2
sinh t9q
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and, in particular,
4
h i (0) =
9\92 92 M O )  =  W ~ -  (45)°r{v)
Since h{it) —> 0 as t  —> oo, we find th a t the equation 1 — [3h{it) =  0 with [3h{0) >  1 has a t least 
one root on the half-line t > 0. Therefore, n°T > 2 for f3h(0) >  1. This fact can be refined.
„ , 2 if /3h(0) > 1 . .
n T —  \ n  Rh(n\ ^  1
L e m m a  1. I f  J  = J II} then
_  J
0 i f  jdh(0) <  1.
A similar assertion is valid for  J  = J t under the additional assumption
Q t (u  i )  Qt (u  2 ) ,  @t {v  1 ) U2). ( 4 7 )
P ro o f . The function g(x) = x 2/  sinh2 x  is strictly m onotone decreasing from 1 to  0 on the 
half-line [0, 00). Since 1 — [3h{it) =  1 — f3h(0)g(t), we have the first assertion of the lemma.
Let J  = J / ,  and let relation (46) be valid; i.e., Qi =  g2 and 9\ =  W 2. Then
, . . 4 sinhi6 li 4
h(it)  =  —
sinh 3t91 3 +  4 sinh t9i
The function g(x) = 1 / ( l  +  3 sinh2 x)  is strictly  m onotone decreasing from 1 to  0 on the half­
line [0, 00). Since 1 — [3h{it) =  1 — /3h(0)g (i$i), we arrive a t the second assertion of the lemma.
Note th a t under assum ption (46), one can also readily write out the distribution of zeros of the 
function d e tX T(£) on the entire plane and, in particular, obtain a closed-form expression for 
the  integer-valued characteristic n T(a).  Indeed, in this case, the expression (44/) becomes much 
simpler:
( 2X T( ( ) =  4| det £>|2£>iC£>2C (sin2 # i()  (4 sin2 9i(  +  4/3sin 9i(  — 3) .
Then we encounter the problem  as to  when relations (47) are valid, i.e., when there exist unit 
vectors qT±0 satisfying these relations. This question can be answered only partly.
L e m m a  2. For given Vi /  z/2, there exist unit  vectors qT±0 G <C such that the first relation 
in (47) is valid.
P ro o f . We have qT±0 = q^±0 +  iql±0, q3T±0 £ Then
qk =  q\-° +  Vkq\ - \  k =  1,2 . 
QT+0 +  m l + o
The problem is to  choose qT±0 such th a t |<?i| =  \q2\. This condition is equivalent to  the relation
9 r - o  +  m l - o  =  Qr+ 0 +  V i Q2t +o 
ql - 0 +  v2ql_0 q lT+0 +  v2ql+0 ’
or
l+v'1- = l + v't\  t± = 4 ^ -  m
1 +  v2t _ 1 +  u2t + ql ±  0
On the plane w, we consider the image L  of the real axis R under the linear-fractional transfor­
m ation
1 +  Uit , .
w = ---------- . (49)
1 + v2t  V 7
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Obviously, L  is a circle passing through the points w = 1 and w = v i / v 2. The point w = 0 lies 
outside this circle, since the points t  = —1/vj , j  = 1,2, lie in the  upper half-plane, i.e., on one side 
of the axis R. W ithout loss of generality, the num bering of z/,- can be chosen so as to  ensure th a t 
Im  (v i / v 2 ) >  0. If
R 0 < R  < Rr, Ro = m in \w\, Ri  =  m a x \w\,
then  the circle \w\ = R  meets L  at two points w±. If corresponds to  w± under the transform a­
tion (49), then  formula (48) defines unit vectors qT±0 w ith the desired property.
The Jordan  m atrix  J  occurring in relations (3) and (4) is referred to  as the Jordan  form of 
system (1).
T h e o re m  5. For a given matrix J  = J /  or J  = J n  occurring in (40), there exists a contour T 
with the unique corner r  and an elliptic system (1) with Jordan form J  such that the index of  the 
Dirichlet problem (1), (2) in the class is negative.
P ro o f . Since the function d e tX T(£) is even, it follows from Theorem  1 th a t the index k + of the 
Dirichlet problem in the class C^+ ^  is equal to  —n°T/ 2.
F irst, let J  =  J / / .  In this case, the  quantity  h{0) occurring in (45) is positive, and one can 
choose a num ber f3 > 0 from condition (42//) and the condition (3h(0) >  1. Let B  be an invertible 
m atrix  related to  f3 by formula (41//). Then the corresponding elliptic system is the desired one.
If J  =  J / ,  then, following Lemma 2, we choose qT±0 and consider a contour T for which these 
vectors are tangent a t the point r  to  the lateral sides of the sector D T. Then, by (45), h{0) is 
positive, and it remains to  repeat the above-performed considerations.
Note th a t if J  = J II} then the contour T can be chosen arbitrarily. The negativeness of the 
index x + in the theorem  implies th a t, in the case of the uniqueness of the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem, its existence is possible only under additional orthogonality conditions imposed on the 
right-hand side /  of Eq. (2). This phenomenon takes place only in the case of a corner. If r  is a 
regular point, i.e., gT_0 =  — qT+o, then, in notation (41), we have Qi =  q2, Q \— Q2 = 2tt for J  =  J /, 
and 5T = 0 for J  = J / / .  In both  cases, the second term  on the right-hand side in relation (41) 
identically vanishes; consequently, k + =  0.
6. TH E LAME SYSTEM  W ITH  A NEGATIVE PA RAM ETER
Consider system (32) with coefficients
A22 —
(50)
0 A +  2
For a positive value of A, it is the Lame system of plane isotropic elasticity. However, it can also 
be considered for negative values of the param eter A. The characteristic polynomial of this system 
is equal to  (A +  2) (1 +  z 2)2, and hence the ellipticity condition can be reduced to  the  inequality 
A /  —2. If A =  —1, then  the system becomes the Laplace equation, and this case can be excluded 
from considerations. If A /  —1, then relations (3) and (4) are valid for the matrices
D  T A +  3B  = , J  =  I , k  =
A + 1
In particular, if A =  —3, then the system in question is strongly coupled. Therefore, the conditions 
imposed on the param eter A can be reduced to  the inequalities
A / - 1 , - 2 , - 3 . (51)
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In this case, conditions (42//) and (43//) can be combined into a single condition of the form 
/3 = X j x 1 /  1. Here the  validity of the inequality is provided by the condition A /  —2. In the case 
under consideration, relations (43) and (45//) acquire the form
|2
m  = %ei =
sin0T
where we have used the fact th a t if v  =  i, then  z
Qt-OQt -^ O
zv is the identity mapping. Therefore,
h(0) =  (sin0T) / 02T, and the expression (46) can be reduced to  the form
n l
if
if
I sin 6T 
I sin 9-r
>  \k \0t
<  \ x \ 0 T
The inequality |sin0T| >  \m \9t , th a t is, the inequality
A +  3
A +  1
<
I sin 6T
dr
0 < 0T < 27r, 9T /  7r, (52)
together with (51), singles out two disjoint intervals
- 3  <  A <  A°, A* <  A <  - 2  (53)
of the param eter A in which n° = 2. For the rem aining values of A, we have n° = 0. By applying 
Theorem  4 to  system (32), (50), we obtain the following assertion.
T h e o re m  6. Let V ± be the class of  all solutions v e  of  the homogeneous Dirichlet problem
for system (32), (50). Then conditions (34± ) are necessary and sufficient for  the solvability of the 
problem in the class and its index is given by the relation
I sin 9T
~ 0 7
A +  3
A + 1 x{t) =
1 i f  t >  0
0 i f  t  < 0.
Note th a t system (32), (50) is strongly elliptic for A >  —2. In this case, by (53), inequality (52) 
fails, and therefore, x + = =  0. In other words, the negative index x + can appear only
if A <  —2. More precisely, if the contour T has a unique corner r  and A° <  A <  —2, then 
=  d i m F ~  — d i m F + =  1. Consequently, there exists exactly one (to w ithin proportionality) 
solution of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem, which adm its the  asym ptotics (31) with a nonzero 
function (f>T of the form (30°) a t the point r .
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